INTERACTER now offers a much requested Multi-Output charger. The x5 Series is available with your choice of either the Professional or Lineage Series microprocessor charge control.

The x5 will provide five isolated and separately controlled DC Output cables for charging multiple batteries simultaneously. Each of the five outputs has a separate status indicator for monitoring the recharge condition. The x5 model requires only a single AC power cord. Ideal for SCADA battery charging or fleet applications.

Dimensions: 26” W x 6” D x 5” H

With our patented “3 Stage Plus” technology, our PS charger provides batteries with exactly the amount of charge they need. Whether it's a liquid electrolyte, absorbed electrolyte, deep cycle, or gelled type battery, you’ll never need to fear overcharging or undercharging again!

- Timed C.V. Stage
- Electronic Current Limit Protection
- Unique De-Sulfation Circuit
- Short Circuit Shutdown
- Voltage Limited
- Digital Microprocessor Control
- “Three Stage Plus” Technology
- Safety Override Timer
- Low Voltage Start
- Proportional Timing
- Phase Angle Control
- Temperature Compensation (Externally Mounted Temperature Compensator)